
GEN2 LIFE ELEVATOR

Routine  
made  
exceptional



Introducing the  
new Gen2® Life

Wherever you look, whatever the setting, people are in motion.   
And our goal is for passengers to move and be moved — to enjoy  
an exceptional experience that supports their daily routines.

DESIGN 

From rich textures to classical  
materials, our exclusive packages 
offer virtually unlimited design  
flexibility for creating an inviting  
ambiance.  

PERFORMANCE   
AND EFFICIENCY

Building from a proven foundation 
ensures that the new Gen2 
Life  elevator delivers reliable 
performance, while providing 
safety  and comfort for passengers.  

CONNECTED  
CONVENIENCES

The Gen2 Life elevator puts a 
high- performing, energy-efficient 
tech- nology at a tenant’s beck and 
call,  while providing information that  
educates, entertains and directs. 

RELIABILITY   
AND SERVICE

We take pride in our environment 
— from the crafted spaces inside  
a structure to the natural world  
out- side of it. That’s why the 
new Gen2 system is designed to 
maximize  energy efficiency.

1– 1.6 – 1.75 M/S

UP TO 75 M / UP TO 24 STOPS

4 –21 PASSENGERS

320 – 1600 KG

INTRODUCTION

MAIN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Machine roomless Yes

Motor type Gearless with permanent magnets

Energy regeneration Regen drive comes standard

Traction system Polyurethane-coated, stainless-steel flat belts

Energy savings / standby mode Standard

LED lighting Standard

Remote elevator monitoring Ready
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GEN2 LIFE

Designed  
to differentiate

MODERN AMBIANCE

The modern ambiance package features metallic and glossy 
textures that bring high-tech style and timeless design together. 
The palette is enhanced by sharp forms, which are seen in the 
squared corners, handrails, and optional, matching ceiling light.

NATURAL AMBIANCE

The natural ambiance package features wood, stone and 
leather materials for creating contemporary designs, inspired by 
architectural movements. These are complemented by smooth 
accents, including rounded corners, handrails, and optional, 
matching ceiling light. 

The cab colors are illustrative and may vary slightly from physical materials.



eView

The in-car display presents passengers with information, entertainment and 
community announcements. Activated with Otis® Service, the eView in-car 
display can be remotely customized from any computer, tablet or mobile 
device using the eService customer portal. eView is also the first to offer a 
direct visual link to an OTISLINE® customer service representative.

eView screen shown is for representation only. Actual design may vary by country.

Connect  
to Convenience 
Every day we connect to information, 
ideas and each other. When technology 
enhances our ability to do so, the daily 
routine becomes more meaningful. 
The Gen2 Life elevator puts a high-
performing, energy-efficient technology 
at a tenant’s beck and call, while 
providing information that educates, 
entertains and directs. Together, these 
connected conveniences create  
an upscale, concierge-like experience  
that keeps everyone productive and  
on the move.

ONECALL 

OneCall™ destination entry 
keypad makes moving from 

floor to floor simpler.

GEN2 LIFE
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Leading-edge technology 
comes standard

REMOTE ELEVATOR MONITORING 
This system accumulates real-time infomation to 
accurately identify and correct most problems, 
quickly. This system takes the guesswork out 
of repairs and reduces services interruptions 
dramatically. 
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GEN2 LIFE
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01. MACHINE ROOMLESS
All equipment in the hoistway, 

controller at landing or also in 

machine room above.

02. GEARLESS MACHINE
50% smaller / more efficient 

03. BELTS
20% lighter than ropes, lubricant free 

and up to 3 times longer lifetime 

04. PULSE
24/7 belts monitoring 

05. REGEN DRIVE 
Up to 75% more efficient than 

non-regenerative drives

06. LED LIGHTING
Up to 75% savings when combined 

with standby features

07. STANDBY MODE 
Up to 50% savings on 

Gen2 elevator standby power 

08. RIDE QUALITY 
53 [dB(A)] In-car noise and 

12 [milli-g] Vibrations x/y/z

09. STOPPING ACCURACY 
+/- 3 mm 

COMFORT AND SILENCE 
Flexible belts make our machine up to 80% 
smaller and up to 50% more efficient than 
conventional geared machines. 

PERFORMANCE 
Our patented coated steel belts allow a 
smooth and quiet ride like never before.  
No metal-on-metal contacts reduce 
building vibration and unwanted noises. 

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY 
Pulse from Otis provides constant analysis 
of the belts to identify wear and repair needs 
proactively, meaning less inspection downtime 
and more safety and efficiency. 

Patented Otis Gen2  
belts replace  
conventional ropes



Consult with you Otis 
representative for aesthetics 

options with glass walls  
and doors.

OTIS
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The Gen2 Life elevator  
also panoramic

GEN2 FAMILY

Solutions  
in motion
The new Gen2 family of elevators blend convenience, style  
and performance to deliver a new passenger experience  
that adds value to any residential, commercial, hospitality, 
medical or industrial building.

To learn more about our comprehensive family of Gen2  
elevators visit www.otis.com

GEN2 STREAM

For demanding commercial and 
hospitality buildings.

GEN2 LIFE

The heart of residential and 
commercial buildings, the Gen2 Life 
elevator moves tenants seamlessly 
through their days.

GENESIS

For social housing and modern living 
Genesis offers latest technology.

GEN2 FLEX+

This elevator is ideal for any project,  
in particular for refurbished 
buildings.

GEN2 FIT

Design for refurbished buildings 
with minimum spaces.

GEN2 HOME

Built as a platform lift Gen2 Home 
provides a best class homelift 
experience.
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otis.com

OTIS respects the environment. Recyclable material. When no longer required, please deposit in wastepaper container. OTIS, with the 
aim of improving the quality of its products, reserves the right to make any technical or aesthetical modifications, at any time without prior 
notice, to any of its models and components described in this publication, and therefore, OTIS does not guarantee either the availability 
or the specifications, colours, shapes or any other technical and aesthetical characteristics reproduced herein, coincide at all times with 
the real characteristics. The settings, drawings and artwork are for illustrative purposes only. For more information, please consult the sales 
representative of OTIS.

Otis gives people freedom to connect and 
thrive in a taller, faster, smarter world. The 
global leader in the manufacture, installation 
and servicing of elevators and escalators, we 
move 2.3 billion people a day and maintain 
more than 2.3 million customer units worldwide 
– the industry’s largest Service portfolio. You’ll 
find us in the world’s most iconic structures, as 
well as residential and commercial buildings, 
transportation hubs and everywhere people are 
on the move. Headquartered in Connecticut, 
USA, Otis is 71,000 people strong, including 
42,000 field professionals, all committed to 
meeting the diverse needs of our customers 
and passengers in more than 200 countries and 
territories. To learn more, visit www.otis.com 
and follow us on LinkedIn, Instagram  
and Facebook.


